
Debts of farms are growing
Between 2004 and 2007, the debts of agricultural entrepreneurs grew from around EUR 39,000 to EUR 47,000
per agricultural enterprise. Over the same period the taxable assets of agricultural enterprises went up by nearly
EUR 12,000 and their income increased by almost EUR 10,000 so “on the average” the situation is under control.
However, the risk of indebtedness lies in the fact the debts typically accumulate to just a small number of
enterprises. While almost one-half of agricultural enterprises had no debts in 2007, ten per cent of them (around
6,4000 farms) had debts in excess of EUR 134,000 and the debts of five per cent of farms exceeded EUR 220,000.
In 2004, the respective limits for debt amounts were EUR 112,000 for ten per cent of farms and EUR 178,000
for five per cent of farms. These data derive from the 2007 Statistics on the finances of agricultural and forestry
enterprises published by Statistics Finland.

The development concerning the most indebted agricultural enterprises was studied with a panel time series.
Farms whose debts exceeded EUR 200,000 as well as their total income in 2004 were selected to the panel. The
panel comprised 2,277 farms meeting these criteria. Enterprises whose debts either diminished by at least 20 per
cent (741) or increased by at least 20 per cent between 2004 and 2007 were selected from this population for
further examination. The results for these enterprises are presented by production sector in the adjacent table.
Detailed data can be found in the database tables of these statistics. In both groups the average debt per enterprise
was just over EUR 340,000 in 2004. By 2007, the debt in the group whose debts had increased was around EUR
574,000 while the group that had been paying off debts more than halved its debts in the four years to EUR
168,000. The reason for the differentiation in the development of debts could be the timing of investments, that
is, the group that had been paying off its debts had concluded its investment programme but in the other group
lively investing had continued throughout the examined period. Enterprises’ profits before deduction of interests
were more or less equal in the two groups both at the start and end year of the period, but in the group of the
most indebted enterprises risen expenditure on interests ate up almost half of agricultural profits in 2007, so that
by the end of the period the indebted enterprises showed a considerably lower net income than the enterprises
having paid off their debts. Is over-indebtedness then a threat? A large number of farm enterprises have been
able to pay off their debts quickly but a large share of borrowed capital increases the risk for some enterprises.
Even minor price changes can prove fatal to an indebted enterprise. Farms whose debts exceeded EUR 200,000
in 2004:
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Production line and Change in debts 2004-2007
Production line and Change in debts 2004-2007Year
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7117284114240262524741200401 Number of
agricultural
enterprises

77191811092302385247412007

61 98358 449145 052147 271123 704113 192116 773104 575200403 Income from
sales of
agricultural
products
EUR/enterprise

94 67964 600246 167183 998170 963145 476173 063122 7822007

25 16626 89732 74437 70137 95539 38134 47234 457200421 Profit
EUR/enterprise 36 51436 93154 03852 36355 17962 02149 84549 3542007

12 0299 56911 71910 93511 08510 05411 62510 453200423 Agricultural
interests
EUR/enterprise

21 7678 53226 29110 83122 9118 81723 9189 3102007

13 52417 88021 88026 61026 54529 22122 98424 299200424 Net income
from agriculture
EUR/enterprise

15 91428 53926 94340 79831 09652 66125 39939 8642007

65 75452 88571 04653 62186 41582 35680 60565 182200430.2 Acquisition of
fixed assets and
expenditure on
basic repairs
EUR/enterprise

93 13232 69599 67828 315131 91641 076126 58436 4942007

33 97348 817114 712121 96594 046108 39588 25292 026200436 Taxable value
of production
buildings
EUR/enterprise

58 86038 102167 804100 885154 21885 439140 39070 4662007

101 26383 501103 60783 111118 228103 930111 06392 174200438 Taxable value
of agricultural
machinery and
equipment
EUR/enterprise

133 06967 020160 11879 165180 39992 176166 28077 7112007

316 092317 836370 077382 150336 123327 336344 254341 252200443 Agricultural
debts
EUR/enterprise

496 245152 249630 266197 254576 951171 354574 356167 7482007

122,9104,780,669,074,168,085,380,2200444 Arable land
under cultivation
hectares/enterprise

136,7101,894,376,193,175,7103,185,32007
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